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You will now have finished the five minutes’ reading time for this paper. The test will begin now.
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
•
During this introduction you should tell the invigilator immediately if you have any difficulty in
hearing the recording. Once the questions have begun, the recording will not be stopped.
•
Write your name, centre number and candidate number in the boxes above. Please write
clearly and in capital letters.
•
Use black ink.
•
Answer all the questions.
•
Read each question carefully. Make sure you know what you have to do before starting your
answer.
•
Write your answer to each question in the space provided. Additional paper may be used if
necessary but you must clearly show your candidate number, centre number and question
number(s).
•
Do not write in the bar codes.
INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES
•
The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part question.
•
The total number of marks for this paper is 40.
•
Listen carefully to the instructions and follow the example for each exercise.
•
There will be pauses to give you time to read the questions and to write your answers.
•
You will hear all the recordings twice.
•
You may write your answers at any time during the test.
•
You do not have to write in full sentences and your answers will not be marked for the
accuracy of the language.
•
Dictionaries are not allowed.
•
Open your booklet now.
•
This document consists of 8 pages. Any blank pages are indicated.
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Exercise 1: Questions 1 – 8
Education and work
Read the questions.
Listen to these young people and complete the sentences IN ENGLISH.
Example:
Isabel

engineer

Isabel wants to become a/an ...............................................................................................................
You will now hear the whole recording once and then it will be repeated.

Alberto
1

Alberto plans to work in ............................................................................................................... [1]

2

These plans involve a lot of ......................................................................................................... [1]

3

His specialist area will be ............................................................................................................ [1]

[PAUSE]
Fátima
4

Fátima wants to be a ................................................................................................................... [1]

5

At school she likes ...................................................................................................................... [1]

6

In her work she hopes to use ...................................................................................................... [1]

[PAUSE]
Miguel
7

Miguel particularly wants to be a good ........................................................................................ [1]

8

His ambitions are focussed on .................................................................................................... [1]
[Total: 8 marks]
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Exercise 2: Questions 9 – 12
Local area – what needs to be done?
Read the lists.
Problems

Suggestions

A

chemists

G

24 hour service

B

illness

H

drinking fountains

C

litter

J

improved cleaning

D

pollution

K

investment

E

transport

L

traffic restrictions

F

unemployment

M

volunteering

Listen and write the correct letters in the boxes.
Example:

Adelina

Problem

Suggestion

C

M

You will now hear the whole recording once and then it will be repeated.
Problem
9

Suggestion
[2]

Esteban

10 Irene

[2]

11 Ramón

[2]

12 Blanca

[2]
[Total: 8 marks]
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Exercise 3: Questions 13 – 20
Internships and gap years
Read the questions.
Listen to these people and tick the correct box for each question.
Example:
Jaime worked to improve …
A

… education.

B

… transport.

C

… health.

✓

You will now hear the whole recording once and then it will be repeated.

Antonia
13 Antonia spent a year working in …
A

… journalism.

B

… banking.

C

… fashion.

[1]

14 It took her a while to …
A

… gain people’s confidence.

B

… help people work efficiently.

C

… learn to understand people.

[1]

[PAUSE]
Ernesto
15 Ernesto started his job …
A

… cleaning up.

B

… answering calls.

C

… selling tickets.
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16 He eventually came to understand the …
A

… reality.

B

… loneliness.

C

… expense.

[1]

[PAUSE]
Itziar
17 Itziar is …
A

… going it alone.

B

… following in others’ footsteps.

C

… breaking with tradition.

[1]

18 As a photographer she recognises that …
A

… it’s hard to make money.

B

… you still need to be creative.

C

… public perceptions are changing.

[1]

[PAUSE]
Carlos
19 Carlos works as a …
A

… carpenter.

B

… fire fighter.

C

… farmer.

[1]

20 He has appreciated working …
A

… away from home.

B

… with his uncle.

C

… the old-fashioned way.

[1]
[Total: 8 marks]
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Exercise 4: Questions 21 – 28
Leisure time
Read the questions.
Complete the sentences briefly IN ENGLISH.
Example:

relax occasionally

Luis says it’s important to .....................................................................................................................

You will now hear the whole recording once and then it will be repeated.

Raúl
21 Raúl loves ................................................................................................................................... [1]

22 He has been lucky to be given a ................................................................................................. [1]

[PAUSE]
Anita
23 Anita is currently studying ........................................................................................................... [1]

24 She then plans to ........................................................................................................................ [1]

[PAUSE]
Pedro
25 Pedro’s race will take place during .............................................................................................. [1]

26 He will take part in the race in order to ........................................................................................ [1]

[PAUSE]
Luz
27 People saw Luz’s work ................................................................................................................ [1]

28 The person she will paint is a ...................................................................................................... [1]
[Total: 8 marks]
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Exercise 5: Questions 29 – 36
Interview with Elena Martínez, a life coach for young people
Look at the questions.
Listen to the recording and write brief answers IN ENGLISH.
Example:
What does Elena help young people do?

fulfil their goals

..............................................................................................................................................................

You will now hear the whole recording once and then it will be repeated.
29 What does Elena say some people lack?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]
[PAUSE]
30 What does she believe about everyone?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

31 When do many people’s problems begin?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]
[PAUSE]
32 What does Elena aim never to do?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

33 What do her clients need to find?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]
[PAUSE]
34 Which choices are more likely to lead to success?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]
[PAUSE]
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35 What does she say is the key to high self-esteem?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

36 What does she believe young people are rarely taught?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]
[Total: 8 marks]

END OF QUESTION PAPER
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